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A World-Class Brand 
Built on a Tradition 
of Excellence
With a rich history spanning 145 years, the KOHLER name has 
become synonymous with creativety, innovation, and the highest 
standards of kitchen and bathroom design.

Development of

Since its creation in 1873, Kohler has remained at the leading edge 
of technological and creative innovation, investing in research and 
development to pioneer industry beating concept eyes-catching de-
signs of KOHLER product reflect a unique understanding of chang-
ing contemporary style, while the quality of our product ensures 
Kohler remains at the top of  the industry

Since entering the Asian market in 1995, Kohler has gone from 
strength to strength. Winning the hearts of Asian consumers and 
garnering a number of award for its  product, Kohler  has become 
a market leader in Asia, enabling millions of Asian families to enjoy 
luxury, elegance and quality for which Kohler has become renowned 
worldwide.

1873
Kohler Co. Is founded in Wisconsin, United States.

1960
Kohler started to set foot into the cabinet industry in North America.

1995
Kohler Kitchen entered Asian market (1st office in Hong Kong), and 
set up R&D in search for style different from American.

2008
Kohler’s state-of-the-art cabinet production facility in Shanghai was 
inaugurated; an investment of more than US$100 million.

2009
First kitchen showroom in Thailand and first commercial project 
with leading property developer.

2011
Great leap in Kohler R&D to offer variety of user-oriented and 
Kohler-specific design.

2017
Expand the dealer network and showrooms in Thailand for greater 
accessibility by customers.



Simple Elegance
Enjoyable Cooking Starts Here

Our revolutionary kitchen designs blend luxury, elegance and style with quality and durability. Perfectly balanced contemporary forms 
create an impression of harmony and well-being. When you open the door of a KOHLER kitchen you enter a new dimension where 
aesthetic design merges seamlessly with convenient function.



Dedicated to the pursuit of perfection, Kohler's design 
teams are committed to producing kitchens that are as 
stylish and luxurious as they are enjoyable to use. Each 
new design is the result of an intense and precise creative 
process, nurtured by inspiration, experience and skill.

From Excellence Springs 
Innovation and Artistry
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Design has always embraced a certain level of self-expression. But unlike the days when 
tastemakers expressed themselves and the world adjusted, today personal style is truly at the 
heart of design. The objects you surround yourself with, the ideas you're passionate about and 
how you want to feel in your home—these are the important details in design. Quite simply, 
you and your personality are the key ingredients.

At Kohler, we make it our business to help you create kitchen spaces that work for you. 
Whether cooking is your path to zen or takeout is your daily go-to, we have beautiful solutions 
to meet your needs. Our kitchen designs invite you to spend time with family and friends, 
enjoying good food and good conversation. We're here to help you design a home that is an 
expression of you and the life you love.
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STEVE LEUNG
Collection



Comprehensiveness
As a design veteran and connoisseur of pleasant dining, 
Steve Leung developed the product designs with four key 
kitchen elements in mind; storage, preparation, cooking 
(process) and indulgence. By linking the products to the 
user's needs, Steve is able to design a set of user-friendly 
products for Kohler, making it a pleasant and easy cooking 
experience for family and friends.

Steve Leung
Collection
Kohler Kitchens Master Collection
Sophisticated Culinary Experience with Ease
Meticulously Crafted by Steve Leung, the international 
renowned architect, interior and product design.

Purity
Inheriting Steve Leung's elegant and contemporary touch, 
the collection reflects its sophistication with the streamlined 
design, creating a clean silhouette while complementing the 
design details. The built-in kitchen blends into the dining 
room seamlessly with the decoration embedded on the door 
panel, allowing a smooth transition from the kitchen area to 
the dining room.

STEVE LEUNG COLLECTION STEVE LEUNG COLLECTION
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WEAR-RESISTANT 
TEXTURED 
SERIES



Urbanity™

Derived from the essence of New York, Urbanity™ series are plain succinct and 
efficient reflected by prosperity with spontaneously grace and arts which are 
the footstones of all glories. Designed for the modern rapid pace of life, from 
texture to line, from functionality to detail, each design of Urbanity™ series is 
just for simple and convenient operation to enable the busy urbanites to enjoy 
the fun of cooking again.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIESWEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES
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Wave™ I
Bold in look, elegant in form and subtle in colour, the 
Wave™ I Kitchen breaks free from traditional aesthetics. 
Wave™ I has a neo-industrial edge emphasised through 
shiny metallic details and softened with a mix of misty gray 

stone finishing and canvas patterns.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIESWEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES

18 19



Wave™ III
For the natural touch reminiscent of real wood, the Kohler Wave™ III kitchen features 
deeply grooved wood-grain textures on both sides of the cabinet doors, which are 
trimmed with matching edge banding in the same color and texture, step into this 

sleek, open kitchen where design and practicality meet.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIESWEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES
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Prelude™

Cool, precise, simple and yet consummately elegant. Prelude™ exoresses the alchemy 
of geometric magic as if it were music for the eyes. The feeling is fresh, modern and 
inviting.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIESWEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES
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Corila™

Sleek and elegant in appearance, this stylish wall unit 
is a symphony of colors and contemporary lines, as 
pleasing to the eye as it is comfortable to use.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIESWEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES

24 25



RIGID SERIES



YA™ 

With an essence of traditional and classic Chinese aesthetics, 
the "Ya" series integrates Kohler's special DNA with the American 
minimalist design style, presenting an elegant re-interpretation 
of classical Chinese beauty. Breaking through inherent design 
constraints, it draws its core inspiration from the Chinese Hui 
style of architecture, combined with the simple pragmatism of the 
American product design. It fully integrates ancient elegance with 
modern simplicity and practicality. Being both visually apprealing 
and useful, it brings a completely new experience.

RIGID SERIESRIGID SERIES

28 29



Notiz™ -B
Soothing and smooth, Notiz™-B invites you to touch and experience its shiny 
elegance. The tones are muted, the lines discreet, the finishing precise and 
satisflying. Glossy door panels feel as pure as bone china. Notiz™-B strikes a 
perfect balance between form and function.

RIGID SERIES RIGID SERIES

30 31



Notiz™ -C
The fusion of beauty and function is an expression of perfection and harmony. 
The art lies in finding balance between aesthetic forms that lift the soul and 
features that make being in the kitchen a sheer pleasure. The secret lies in the 
detail: clever but discreet storage, durable easy-to-maintain surfaces and pure 
clean lines.

RIGID SERIES RIGID SERIES

32 33



METAL SERIES



Karess™

Karess™ combines an all-over metal surface with robust lines of futurism. This is 
the first kitchen infused with Kohler’s exclusive Oil-Resistant Finish (ORF) patented 
for oil-free cooking enjoyment.

Bluetooth Music Player
Fully enclosed sound for your listening pleasure, 
effectively isolated from kitchen fumes and steam. 
Works with most digital devices, enabling you to lis-
ten to your favorites without downloading them again.

Oil-Resistant Finish (ORF)
Technology for easy cleaning

Intelligent Cabinet
• Let your kitchen be the center of family activities or party.
• Connect to internet (via wi-fi) with your favorite apps.
• 18.5” touch screen embedded only at front panel, leave usual storage 

space in cabinet.
• Complete set bundled with built-in shelf speaker, CCTV camera, 

pre-loaded OS (Android) and apps.

METAL SERIES METAL SERIES

36 37



MIRROR SERIES



Purist™

Pleasing minimalist designs expressed in soothing and elegant tones. A simple, 
understated style that combines refinement with perfection, right down to the 
finest details. Pure colors that convey a sense of luxury a poetic expression of 
purity designed for your pleasure.

MIRROR SERIES MIRROR SERIES

40 41



LACQUER SERIES



Extol™

Extol™ inherits Victorian design, while integrating it with an inspired American 
minimalist style. It perfectly combines modern fashion with classic design in a 
graceful and conservative manner. Surrounded by Extol™, you'll feel as if you 
are bathing in the sun, enjoying the warmth and romance of a British manor.

LACQUER SERIES LACQUER SERIES
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Salzburg™

Salzburg™ is the city of arts in Austria, which gave birth to the great classic musician 
Mozart and nurtured the Baroque Castle for thousands of years. Nowadays, Kohler 
Kitchens integrates the modern practical art to manufacture the Salzburg™ series 
with elegant and luxury appearances, comfortable and practical inherent quality and 
a court-dance like sensory experience. The pure inner plate colors are simply and 
elegantly combined into the classic and innovative column structure and three colors 
are available for more design styles.

LACQUER SERIES LACQUER SERIES
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Pavao™

Blue and cool. Let Pavao's soft Mediterranean colors wash over your soul. But 
remember: beneath her cool, sleek exterior lies a kernel of pure quality. Smooth 
surfaces meet functional cabinets, creating a space which is a pleasure to cook in.

LACQUER SERIESLACQUER SERIES
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Retra™

Every designer has a romantic side—desire, the desire to infuse modern        
creations with a resprectful nod to the past. Retra™ is that romantic 
dream...warm and contemporary, yet laced with nostalgic hints, echoes 
of another era. Retra™ is relaxed and lovely, like a perfect summer day.

LACQUER SERIESLACQUER SERIES

50 51



Nuva™

Rich contrasts, deep tones and pure lines are the defining 
features of the Nuva™ kitchen. Breezy and open, Nuva™ is 
delightfully refreshing. Its gleaming, angular forms create 
the perfect space for a culinary adventure.

LACQUER SERIESLACQUER SERIES
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Jadore™

The rare blooming "R. Centifolia" the rose among kitchens, graceful yet daring in 
tones of pink and burgundy, Jadore™ is coziness and warmth, a place you will 
want to retreat to after a long day, truly a haven in your home.

LACQUER SERIES LACQUER SERIESLACQUER SERIES
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Q10 SERIES



Ipswich™ / Valmont™

Named after a small city in England, this timeless design turns the 
kitchen into a uniquely romantic space, at once graceful and elegant. 
The details and finishing remain modern but are balanced with subtle 
echoes of more classical styles.

Q10 SERIESQ10 SERIES
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Ipswich™ II

Q10 SERIESQ10 SERIES
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Valmont™ II

Q10 SERIESQ10 SERIES
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Nantuckett™

Echoing the coastal resort of the same name, Nantuckett™ is infused 
with classic American style. The mood is open and breezy. The style 
relaxed and chic creating a kitchen space you will always enjoy.

Q10 SERIES Q10 SERIES
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NATURAL STONE 
SERIES



Crestone™

Natural rough rock is combined with neutral-tone wood, make a realistic touch 
sense on the door surface. LED light works together with rock as covering the 
rock like cascading water. Incomparable natural concave-convex surface to 
dramatically present the vivid grain and texture of the rock surface. It brings us 
into a world of serenity and harmony.

NATURAL STONE SERIESNATURAL STONE SERIES
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WOOD VENEER 
SERIES



Trenquilite™

Home should always be a place of tranquility and peace. Trenquilite™ 
emanates calmness and purity. Gentle earth tones blend with smooth 
white surfaces. The atmosphere is fresh, clean and uplifting. This is 
a kitchen to create in, a kitchen to cherish as a place of beauty and 
tranquility.

WOOD VENEER SERIESWOOD VENEER SERIES
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Assyria™

Confident and charming without being overstated. 
Assyria™ is an expression of refinement that is both 
minimalist and contemporary. Soothing wood tones 
bring warmth and harmony, while providing balance to 
Assyria's smooth surfaces.

WOOD VENEER SERIES WOOD VENEER SERIES
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ECOLOGICAL 
DENSE TIMBER 
SERIES



Pastorife™

The round bronze hardware dances in the square wood, just 
like minimalist American stripes flying in the wind, all the while 
transporting us to the calm, peaceful life of a by-gone era. 
Pure white radiates against the dark cabinet top and flooring, 
in a bold mix of contrasting colors, giving a feeling of simple 
elegance.

ECOLOGICAL DENSE TIMBER SERIESECOLOGICAL DENSE TIMBER SERIES
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Amerissic™ 

The natural pattern of wood gives off the unique charm of fortitude and maturity. 
The steady straight line and random curves take on sparkles in the company of 
metal accessories.

ECOLOGICAL DENSE TIMBER SERIES ECOLOGICAL DENSE TIMBER SERIES
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SOLID WOOD 
SERIES



Bristol™
Rich and distinguished, the Bristol™ kitchen is hewn from carefully selected 
North American cherry trees. The result is a timeless statement of refinement 
and taste, a kitchen for the ages inspired by the finest traditions of American 
craftsmanship and design.

SOLID WOOD SERIES SOLID WOOD SERIES
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Fairfield™ 

Refinement and classical elegance expressed in delicate details. 
Fairfield™ pays homage to traditional aesthetic values. Superbly 
carved finishings adorn the cabinets. Warm sandstone tones create 
a kitchen that feels rich, mature and inviting.

SOLID WOOD SERIES SOLID WOOD SERIES

86 87



CABINET
STYLES & COLORS



WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES

URBANITY

WAVE I

WAVE III

The color of the door E01, N13, E03, E04, N32 is designed to mix match with that of edge banding.

Colors for reference only.

WEAR-RESISTANT TEXTURED SERIES

PRELUDE

CORILA

The color of the door is designed to mix match with that of edge banding.

Colors for reference only.

CABINET STYLES & COLORS CABINET STYLES & COLORS
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RIGID SERIES

YA

NOTIZ-B

NOTIZ-C High Gloss

High Gloss

Matt

Colors for reference only.

METAL SERIES

KARESS

MIRROR SERIES

PURIST HPL

Colors for reference only.

CABINET STYLES & COLORS CABINET STYLES & COLORS

92 93



Without Handle Curved Handle

U-shape handle

L-shape handle

MIRROR SERIES

Colors for reference only.

Cabinet door without handle.

PURIST MIR

Cabinet door with curved handle.

PURIST MIR (H)

Cabinet door with L-shape or
U-shape handle.

PURIST MIR (HII)

Remarks:
• N06/N07/N08/N09 match matt grey aluminum frame.
• N10 matches matt silver aluminum frame.
• Purist MIR (HII) series is only available for tall cabinets.

Without Handle Curved Handle

U-shape handle

L-shape handle

LACQUER SERIES

EXTOL High Gloss

High Gloss

EXTOL Matt

PAVAO II Matt

SALZBURG

PAVAO

Colors for reference only.

CABINET STYLES & COLORS CABINET STYLES & COLORS
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CABINET
STYLES & COLORS

LACQUER SERIES

RETRA High Gloss

NUVA High Gloss

JADORE Matt

Colors for reference only.

Q10 SERIES

IPSWICH

NANTUCKETT

IPSWICH II

VALMONT VALMONT II

Colors for reference only.

Six-grid glass door.

Only available for
Ipswich, Ipswich II,

Valmont and Valmont II

9796



WOOD VENEER SERIES

TRENQUILITE

ASSYRIA

NATURAL STONE SERIES

CRESTONE STAC

CRESTONE ST

Colors for reference only.

STAC:
18 mm. stone surface door panel + 4 mm. acrylic panel.

ST:
18 mm. stone surface door panel.

ECOLOGICAL DENSE TIMBER SERIES

PASTORIFE

AMERISSIC

Colors for reference only.

Cloth Texture Sand Glass Diamond Texture No Texture

Cloth Texture Sand Glass Diamond Texture No Texture

SOLID WOOD SERIES

BRISTOL

FAIRFIELD

Glass door with silver copper stripes

Glass door with golden copper stripes

CABINET STYLES & COLORS CABINET STYLES & COLORS
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CABINET
DOOR HANDLES



CORILA HANDLE PRELUDE HANDLE

KURANDA HANDLE NOTIZ HANDLE

NUVA HANDLE RETRA HANDLE

WAVE HANDLE JADORE HANDLE

C-ASSYRIA NANTUCKETT

IPSWICH HANDLE BRISTOL HANDLE

CABINET DOOR HANDLES CABINET DOOR HANDLES

102 103



FAIRFIELD HANDLE EXTOL HANDLE

SALZBURG HANDLE GENERAL HANDLE 1

GENERAL HANDLE 2 GENERAL HANDLE 3

GENERAL HANDLE 4 GENERAL HANDLE 5

GENERAL HANDLE 7 GENERAL HANDLE 8

GENERAL HANDLE 9 GENERAL HANDLE 10

CABINET DOOR HANDLES CABINET DOOR HANDLES

104 105



GENERAL HANDLE 11 GENERAL HANDLE 14

GENERAL HANDLE 15 GENERAL HANDLE 16

C-SLOT HANDLE FOR LIGHT

C-SLOT HANDLE L SHAPED HANDLE

V SHAPED HANDLE U SHAPED HANDLE

GENERAL HANDLE 12 GENERAL HANDLE 13

CABINET DOOR HANDLES CABINET DOOR HANDLES

106 107



BOTTOM FOOT

Colors for reference only.

Project Reference
98 Wireless | Wireless Road BKK | Sansiri PLC

Anantara | Chiangmai | Minor International PLC

Arden | Rama III BKK | Ananda PLC

Arden | Pattanakarn BKK | Ananda PLC

Artale | Kaset Nawamin BKK | Ananda PLC

Baan Mai Khao | Phuket | Sansiri PLC

Kabaraye Exeutive Residence | Yangon | Living Square Development Co.,Ltd.

Narasiri | Bangna BKK | Sansiri PLC

Park 24 | Sukhumvit BKK | Origin Property PLC

Quottro | Thonglor BKK | Sansiri PLC

Momento Villa | Bonanza Khaoyai

Muniq | Langsuan BKK | Major Development PLC

Siri 39 | BKK | Sansiri PLC

Toscana Valley | Khaoyai | Toscana

CABINET DOOR HANDLES
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